effort to develop Human Health Based Criteria.
The FWEA Utility Council provided many
comments with the overarching premise that the
Human Health Based Criteria be developed based
on sound science. The controversial rule was
passed during the July 26, 2016 Environmental
Regulatory Commission meeting. The United
States Environmental Protection Agency must
now review the new water quality standards.

This past year had many opportunities and
challenges for Florida’s wastewater utilities. As
part of our core mission, the FWEA Utility Council
remains engaged with our members, regulators,
and legislators to ensure reasonable and cost
effective solutions to the challenges are
developed that also meet the needs of over 8
million citizens and our environment. Because of
our continued presence and efforts since 1997,
the FWEA Utility Council is recognized by the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
(FDEP), Water Management Districts (WMDs),
and the Florida Legislature as Florida’s
wastewater utility experts.

Less than a month later, the FWEA Utility Council
issued a member alert and provided a lower cost
regulatory alternative and request for hearing on
proposed revisions resulting from the FDOT
Utility Accommodations Manual rulemaking. As a
result of our quick and effective proposal, on
August 23, 2016, FDOT withdrew the rulemaking.

A major FWEA Utility Council focus was on
FDEP’s continued efforts to expand Florida’s
reuse water. In May 2016, the FDEP initiated an
informal Reclaimed Water Workgroup process in
anticipation of developing proposed legislative
amendments to further the expansion of
reclaimed water use. Information resulting from
the FWEAUC’s Request for Proposal to Develop a
Case Study Cost Information in Support of Reuse
White Paper that was awarded to Carollo
Engineers, Inc. was used to develop a series of
utility talking points. These talking points were
presented at the five stakeholder meetings and
were used to ultimately develop proposed
legislation.

Subsequently, in September and October 2016,
Mother Nature presented immense challenges
for many of our wastewater utility members with
Hurricanes Hermine and Matthew making
landfall. Our continued coordination via
FlaWARN helped get assistance to utilities in a
timely manner post hurricane landfall. In
response to wastewater releases from Hurricane
Hermine and other industrial releases, Governor
Scott implemented an Emergency Pollution
Notification Rule on September 26, 2016.
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]

FWEA Utility Council also continued our
collaboration with FDEP regarding the multi‐year
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This was then followed by an unprecedented
“permanent” rulemaking effort by the FDEP. In
response, the FWEA Utility Council quickly
formed another Working Group who compiled
and provided comments as well as presented a
lower cost regulatory alternative to the
Department. This Working Group worked closely
with FDEP throughout the rule development and
provided timely information during the annual
meeting between the FWEA Utility Council and
senior staff from FDEP on November 3, 2016.
Ultimately, Administrative Law Judge Cantor
issued a final order nullifying FDEP’s rule on
December 30, 2016.
However, FDEP has
implemented their own notification process
independent of the nullified rule that utilities
should be cognizant of. In addition, we are
tracking
proposed
Pollution
Notification
legislation in the 2017 session.

wastewater collections and treatments as well as
asset management, strategies to reduce SSOs
and SSO response.
The FWEA Utility Council also continued its
advocacy efforts through a number of venues
including formal presentations at the AIF 2016
Water Forum in Orlando, periodic joint meetings
with the FSAWWA Utility Council, and the FWEA
Utility Council – FDEP annual ‘DEP Day’ meeting.
Our keynote speaker for this year’s Annual
Meeting is Shannon A. Estenoz, Director, Office
of Everglades Restoration Initiatives, U.S.
Department of the Interior. Ms. Estenoz
coordinates the Department’s restoration efforts
and is the Executive Director of the South Florida
Ecosystem Restoration Task Force.
I thank our members for your continued efforts
and support and for those who have yet to join,
I encourage and challenge you to be a part of
this dynamic and wonderful team. For it is
through these combined efforts and support
from our members and the leadership of the
Board of Directors that the FWEA Utility Council
continues to be recognized as the wastewater
utility experts. Thank you!

The challenges presented by the 2016 Hurricane
season and the focus on pollution notification
soon led to efforts to develop legislation to
eliminate Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs). At
the request of State Representative Kathleen
Peters, members of the FWEA Utility Council met
with Representative Peters and State Senator Jeff
Brandes in Tampa to discuss the concept of a
“Blue Star” utility. This meeting was followed by
FWEA Utility Council Board members Rick Hutton
and myself presenting testimony to the 15‐
member House Energy & Utilities Subcommittee
on January 25, 2017. This unique opportunity
allowed us to present the utility perspective on

Lisa Wilson-Davis
City of Boca Raton
FWEAUC President
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The Central Florida Water Initiative has highlighted the limitations on traditional groundwater to meet future water
demands and the need to develop alternative water supplies. One of the potential sources of alternative water supply is
brackish groundwater from both the Upper and Lower Floridan Aquifers at various locations in the interior of the state.
One of the most common treatment processes for brackish waters is membrane treatment which produces a
concentrate brine requiring environmentally permissible disposal alternatives. Within the interior of the state and
particularly in Central Florida, the permissible disposal alternative is deep well injection below the lower confining unit
at a cost of $10‐15 million per deep injection disposal well.
In the fall of 2015, the FWEA Utility Council, David Childs of Hopping Green and Sams, and technical consultants under
contract with some of the FWEA Utility Council members, approached FDEP with a concentrate disposal alternative that,
if accepted, could provide significant cost savings for concentrate disposal for some inland membrane treatment
systems. The proposed alternative consists of injecting the membrane concentrate into the lower portion of the Lower
Floridan aquifer where the Total Dissolve Solid (TDS) concentrations can range from 10,000 to 15,000 ppm which can be
the TDS concentration of membrane concentrate from treatment of brackish groundwaters with TDS concentrations
ranging from 1,000 to 3,000 ppm. FDEP acknowledged the potential to inject membrane concentrate into the lower
strata of the Lower Floridan and indicated a willingness to evaluate such a permit application. In the summer of 2016,
the Water Cooperative of Central Florida (Water Cooperative) which includes four members of the FWEA Utility Council
(Toho Water Authority, Orange County, Polk County, and the City of St. Cloud) submitted an application to FDEP for a
permit for three concentrate disposal injection wells to be located in the lower strata of the Lower Floridan Aquifer.
Over the course of the summer and fall, representatives of and consultants for the Water Cooperative met with FDEP
and provided information in response to a number of requests.
On December 29, 2016, FDEP issued the notice of intent to issue a permit to construct and operationally test three
Class V injection wells into the lower strata of the Lower Floridan Aquifer. Following the public notice period, FDEP
issued the final permit on January 30, 2017. The Water Cooperative is in the process of preparing the documents for
the construction of one of the injection wells and associated required monitoring wells to operationally test the well
and injection zone. The construction is presently scheduled to begin in the fall of 2017 with a completion date in the
first half of 2018. Receipt of the construction and operational testing permit is the first major step in establishing this
alternative concentrate disposal methodology which could benefit utilities in the development of brackish
groundwater sources in the future by reducing injection well construction costs by $5‐10 million per well.

Brian Wheeler
FWEAUC Past President
Toho Water Authority
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The Waters of the United States (WOTUS) Rule has been stayed nationwide pending the outcome of
litigation on the merits since the October 7, 2015, order by the U.S. District Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit.
On January 17, 2017, the U.S. Supreme Court granted review of the Sixth Circuit’s jurisdictional
decision that the circuit court of appeals (not the federal district courts) are the appropriate forum for
review of the WOTUS Rule. This decision by the Supreme Court resulted in a stay of the Sixth Circuit’s
consideration of the merits.
On February 28, 2017, President Trump signed an executive order directing the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to rescind or revise
the WOTUS rule. The Executive Order also directed any revision of the WOTUS definition to be
consistent with Justice Scalia’s opinion in Rapanos v. United States, which is generally regarded as
being a narrower standard than the standard established in Justice Kennedy’s opinion that was the
basis for the current WOTUS definition.
Despite President Trump’s executive order, the Supreme Court decided on April 2, 2017, to proceed
with the jurisdictional case denying the Trump administration's motion to pause the litigation.
However, EPA has recently announced that the agency plans to first rescind the WOTUS Rule through
rulemaking and then work on a new definition to replace the current WOTUS Rule at a later date.
This will allow EPA to more quickly repeal the regulation. In repealing the WOTUS Rule, EPA would
revert to a 1986 definition and would also rely on 2008 guidance from the George W. Bush
administration about how to apply that definition. It is not entirely clear whether a repeal of the
current WOTUS Rule would keep the Supreme Court from ruling on the jurisdictional question, which
is not likely to be decided until the end of 2017. Although, the Supreme Court seems motivated to
reach a decision and put an end to the debate over which federal court has jurisdiction over these
types of Clean Water Act challenges.
Adam Blalock
Legal Counsel
Hopping Green & Sams, PA
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The FWEA Utility Council maintains a relationship with the National Association of Clean Water
Agencies (NACWA), the leading national organization representing public wastewater and stormwater
agencies of all sizes nationwide advocating for clean water policy in Washington, D.C. NACWA has
established credible, collaborative relationships with members of Congress, Presidential
administrations and federal regulatory agencies such as EPA, that benefit local utility advocacy such as
the FWEA Utility Council. Brian Wheeler of Toho Water Authority has served as the FWEA Utility
Council’s NACWA liaison.
NACWA held its 2017 Winter Conference in Tampa in February. Prior to the opening of the
conference, NACWA held a Region 4 Utility Forum and Luncheon to which all public wastewater and
stormwater agencies in the region were invited regardless of whether the agency was a member.
Region 4 includes Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee,
and Kentucky. The purpose of the forum was to provide an opportunity for NACWA to obtain
feedback from agencies across the region on their critical issues and advocacy needs at the federal
level. Several FWEAUC members attended and participated in the forum.
One of the key topics of the Utility Forum and the Winter Conference and a policy emphasis of
NACWA is “Affordability”. Meeting the funding requirements to deal with aging infrastructure and
increasingly more stringent regulatory requirements continues to push agencies to increase rates
impacting the ability of a portion of an agency’s customers to pay their bills. Utilities are seeking
alternatives to deal with affordability within their respective agency while petitioning federal
regulatory authorities to acknowledge the growing concern of affordability. NACWA has been a
leading voice for the industry on this subject advocating for a Water Ratepayer Assistance Program
(WRAP) similar to that provided for heating and electric bills.
NACWA has been one of the key advocates for the adoption of the Water Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act (WIFIA) which provides for federally backed loans at US Treasury rates for large water
infrastructure projects. WIFIA loans will provide a lower cost infrastructure financing mechanism than
available through the municipal bond market. Funding for the WIFIA program was allocated by
Congress in late 2016. Applications for loans under the program are in progress.
[CONTINUTED ON NEXT PAGE]
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NACWA is advocating the development of a modern statutory construct incorporating some of the
following elements:
1. Management of water quality based on a watershed approach
2. A more holistic approach to water quality
3. A unified approach to drinking water and clean water management
4. Integrated planning and community prioritization of clean water investments
5. support for and encouragement of innovation
6. a focus on compliance assistance instead of enforcement
Rates, funding and community affordability to provide Clean Water for the 21st century is another
area of emphasis by NACWA. Their initiatives in this area include advancing federal infrastructure
financing, preserving and increasing the Clean Water State Revolving Fund, funding the WIFIA
program, protecting the tax‐exempt status of municipal bonds, and promoting public‐private
partnerships. To address affordability NACWA is advocating for a national low income rate assistance
program and for EPA to update its Affordability Guidance.
Finally, NACWA is one of the leading voices supporting the “Utility of the Future” concept in
conjunction with the One Water advocacy.
There are a number of areas in which the FWEA Utility Council benefits from maintaining its
relationship with NACWA.
Brian Wheeler
FWEAUC Past President
Toho Water Authority
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Florida’s domestic wastewater treatment community and FDEP continue to struggle to address the
statewide ban on the land application of septage that went into effect on July 1, 2016. While the
prohibition is intended to create environmental benefits by eliminating the impact of land application
on surface water quality, there are limited septage disposal options in some areas of the state. In
order to provide time to develop additional options for disposing or beneficially reusing septage, FDEP
issued a variance on the land application prohibition. Utilities are encouraged to coordinate with
local septage haulers to help them identify disposal options for septic tank pump‐outs. The FWEA
Utility Council will continue to coordinate with the Florida Rural Water Association, FDEP, and the
Florida Department of Health (FDOH) on addressing the consequences of the forthcoming ban.
The FWEA Utility Council and FDEP also recently initiated a partnership to facilitate septic‐to‐sewer
programs in local communities. A number of basin management action plans and other surface water
restoration programs call for the reduction of nutrient loadings from septic tanks. The main strategy
for achieving those reductions is to transition communities from reliance on septic tanks to
centralized collection and treatment systems. The costs of retrofitting, however, can be several
thousand dollars and can cause local political challenges. FDEP and FWEA Utility Council will be
developing a menu of options and strategies to help communities dealing with these issues and to
facilitate scientifically and economically sound decision making.
David Childs
Legal Counsel
Hopping Green & Sams, PA
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Addressing the over 600‐fecal impaired waterbodies in Florida continues to be a difficult challenge for both
the regulatory and stakeholder communities. Sources contributing to various fecal impairments range from
exfiltrating sewers, septic tanks, and private sewer infrastructure to wildlife, pet feces, and even homeless
populations. Further, it has been demonstrated that fecal‐related bacteria colonies can establish residence in
tributary sediments and later become re‐suspended in the water column when those sediments are disturbed
for any reason. Thus, a transitory event can contribute to an impairment long after the actual event. As a
result, it is extremely difficult to accurately gauge how much any specific source may be contributing to a fecal
impairment.
Currently there is no inexpensive, easy and effective way to distinguish between anthropogenic and non‐
anthropogenic sources of fecal contamination. Our technology is making progress through such markers and
methods as sucralose, gadolinium anomaly, quantitative polymerase chain reactions and other techniques,
but each of these and combinations thereof have drawbacks, as well as high analytical costs. Also, in
accordance with EPA guidelines, FDEP is moving from a fecal coliform based water quality standard to ones
using E‐coli and Enterococci indicator organisms for fresh and marine waters, respectively. The benefits of
this change are uncertain.
In order to deal with these challenges, the FWEA Utility Council and FDEP have been working on an alternative
best management practice that carries a presumption of compliance with water quality standards. The
voluntary BMP approach would allow a utility to be presumed compliant and a non‐contributor to the fecal
contamination issue if certain collection and transmission system practices were satisfactorily followed and
reported to the state on a routine basis. Those practices include a structural condition assessment, an FOG
program for grease trap cleaning and regular servicing, a lift station O&M program and a response and
remediation plan for overflows and spills.
This session, Florida Senator Jeff Brandes introduced legislation that would remedy the “guilty until proven
innocent” approach to implementing pathogen TMDLs. His bill, SB 1476, would provide the preferred TMDL
presumption of compliance for utilities that are certified to have good collection system assessment and
maintenance practices. Although his bill did not move this session, he plans to pursue this effort again next
session. The FWEA Utility Council will continue to monitor and support such efforts to implement a
BMP/presumption of compliance based approach.

Ed Cordova
JEA
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The Florida Legislative Session is now at its midpoint, and most of the environmental bills being
tracked by the FWEA Utility Council appear to be stalled and have dim prospects for passage this
session. A few high profile environmental bills, however, are still alive and moving through the
process. Here is a quick rundown:
 Lake Okeechobee Reservoir Legislation (SB 10). Senate President Negron’s Lake Okeechobee
legislation, Senate Bill 10, cleared its last committee stop this week, but it only did so after a
substantial rewrite. As amended, the legislation no longer directs the State to pursue the
purchase of 60,000 acres of privately held farmlands; instead, the bill focuses on the
implementation of the A‐1, A‐2, and C‐51 reservoir projects – all of which utilize lands already
owned by the State. While this amendment represents significant progress towards resolving
opponents’ concerns, critics still assert that the process and schedule for implementing the
identified projects are infeasible. Also, the bill does not focus on the restoration of the Hoover
Dike or the implementation of aquifer storage and recovery wells north of the lake, as have been
advocated by many stakeholders involved in the issue as well as Senator David Simmons. The
House has not advanced any companion bill.
 Pollution Notice Legislation (SB 532). This week, the Florida Senate also voted Senator Galvano’s
pollution notification bill, SB 532, out of its last committee stop. The House, however, is yet to act
on Representative Peters’ companion bill, HB 1065.
 Aquifer Recharge (SB 1438). Last week, the Senate finally heard Senator Broxson’s aquifer
recharge legislation. The bill was substantially amended at its first committee stop to address
utilities’ concerns regarding the initially filed version’s unclear language. As amended, the bill
would authorize FDEP to revamp its zone of discharge rules to facilitate the use of reclaimed water
in aquifer recharge projects. It also would allow utilities engaged in recharge and withdrawal
projects to voluntarily have the activity subjected to a different classification and operator
certification requirements. The House counterpart, HB 755 by Representative Albritton, has not
moved since passing its first committee stop in early March. Each bill now has two committee
stops left and little time in the waning weeks of session to cross the finish line.
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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 Septic Tanks (HB 285). Several septic tank bills were introduced this year, but after early
movement of bills earlier in the session, only one bill appears to have any life left. Representative
Fine’s septic tank disclosure bill, HB 285, requires the seller of a home to disclose to the buyer that
the home utilizes a septic tank instead of centralized collection and treatment. The bill also directs
FDOH to identify the location of septic tanks in the State. Despite this bill’s recent movement, it
appears unlikely that the Senate will move any companion septic tank legislation this session.
Several other significant bills that were tracked early on by the FWEA Utility Council – Blue Star
Collection System Certification (SB 1476), Dedicated TMDL / MFL Funding (SB 1082 / HB 663),
Reclaimed Water (SB 1686 / HB 1357), and Nutrient Pollution from Onsite Sewage Treatment and
Disposal Systems (SB 874 / HB 551) – appear unlikely to cross the finish line this session. As is often
the case in the Florida Legislature, however, the starting point for next year is often the prior year’s
unfinished business. Accordingly, UC members will likely not have to wait long for these ideas to be
considered in the 2018 Florida Legislative Session, which will begin in January.
David Childs
Legal Counsel
Hopping Green & Sams, PA
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Since the formation of the FWEA Utility Council, the FWEA Utility Council and its members have participated in
numerous efforts to develop state and regional policies regarding the use, treatment and regulation of reclaimed water.
In 2009, after a coordinated effort which included Reuse Stakeholder meeting with the regulatory agencies,
stakeholders, the general public and others, FDEP published a sixty‐eight page report that included specific
recommendations for the use and expansion of reclaimed water, conservation and consistency.
As a next step in furthering the use of reclaimed water and through a collaborative effort between the FWEA Utility
Council and FDEP, a Reclaimed Water Policy Workgroup comprised of a diverse group of stakeholders was formed. For
over three years, this group met in Orlando to discuss how state regulatory policies could better optimize the reuse of
reclaimed water. In May 2012, the group issued a final report – the “Purple Paper”.
As a result of the FWEA Utility Council members participating in the workgroup, the intricacies of reclaimed water
management and the investments made by utilities and their local ratepayers were recognized by the Legislature when
it clarified in 2012 that reclaimed water is not a source to be regulated by the state through consumptive use permitting
(HB 639 (2012)). This legislation also included prior Workgroup recommendations to incentivize the use of reclaimed
water through the use of impact offsets and substitution credits.
In 2014, the Florida Legislature passed Senate Bill 536, which tasked the FDEP with conducting a study and generating a
report to determine the best ways to expand the use of reclaimed water, stormwater and excess surface waters within
our State. After a two year process, the final SB 536 Report was published in December 2015. The SB 536 Report
provides significant environmental and technical information that will prove useful in future efforts to further develop
reclaimed water as a resource.
Toward the end of last fiscal year, FDEP announced to stakeholders that it was initiating an informal Reclaimed Water
Workgroup process. This Workgroup consisted of a diverse group of stakeholders from local government, industry, and
agriculture and the goal was to discuss potential legislative options for furthering the finding and recommendations of
the SB 536 Report as it pertained to reclaimed water. FDEP held a series of five monthly meetings from May 19, 2016
through October 4, 2016. In response, the FWEA Utility Council created its own Reclaimed Water Working Group to
prepare and participate in these meetings. To support the FWEA Utility Council Working Group efforts, a Request for
Proposal to Develop a Case Study Cost Information in Support of Reuse White Paper was awarded to Carollo Engineers,
Inc. This case study went beyond the SB 536 study and considered regional and other factors which influence the cost‐
effective selection of reuse projects that will be implemented. With the use of the Case Study, discussions with other
stakeholder groups and member input as a basis, the FWEA Utility Council Working Group developed a series of utility
talking points that were presented at each of the stakeholder meetings and ultimately develop proposed legislation.
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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Although the FWEAUC proposed legislation was not filed this legislative session, a few bills regarding reclaimed water
were filed. Most notably were House Bill 755 and Senate Bill 1438, Aquifer Recharge aimed at facilitating the use of
reclaimed water in aquifer recharge and subsequent withdrawal projects. It appears unlikely that these bills will pass
this session.
Reclaimed water will continue to be recognized as both a commodity and a product of the wastewater treatment
process. As a commodity produced by a utility, it is not a freely accessible source of water which can be taken by the
State and allocated for common use, but is a directly available asset of the utility for use as a water resource. Florida is
already the US leader in reclaimed water production. Because it is one of the most expensive products we produce
(typically more expensive than treated water or wastewater), gaining additional market saturation will be promoted
best via incentivization. As Florida looks to further optimize reclaimed water use to meet emerging water supply
challenges, the FWEAUC identified several issues to address:
 Continuing to work to ease technical or perception issues that limit the use of reclaimed water for particular
agricultural and potable uses;
 The State must develop a framework to regulate and permit potable reuse projects to ensure the soundness of
those investments;
 The State should identify and dedicate sustained funding to support effective reclaimed water projects;
 Water supply plans and regulations should recognize that the aquifer itself can be a natural storage and
distribution system;
 The State should promote opportunities to connect areas with excess reclaimed water supply to areas of need
by funding storage and distribution systems and other projects that may be cost prohibitive for individual
communities;
 The State should continue to recognize that supplementation of reclaimed water with other sources, such as
stormwater, provides the opportunity to optimize its use; and
 The State should evaluate the water management districts’ implementation of the coordination process
recommended by the reclaimed water workgroup and subsequently incorporated in section 373.250(4)(b),
Florida Statutes, specifically the feasibility evaluation required therein, to determine its effectiveness in
optimizing reclaimed water use.
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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Proposal for Future Meetings
To help facilitate the Reclaimed Water Workgroup’s discussion, we are proposing that at a future meeting we would like
to present more in depth information on specific utility information regarding the factors that influence reuse
development projects at the local level as well as associated policy recommendations. Among other things, this
information takes into account the significant difference in opportunities that vary regionally and between utilities,
affecting the amount of reuse that is technically and economically feasible. Some examples of differences include
proximity to agriculture, the level and proximity of new development surrounding a wastewater treatment plant and the
underlying hydrology and treatment requirements for aquifer recharge. There are very significant cost differences for
utilities based on these types of differences. Even with cost‐share funding, utilities must bear significant capital,
operational, and maintenance costs for these systems with their ratepayers ultimately bearing the costs. As a result,
reclaimed water is an asset that utilities control and must be utilized for the benefit of their ratepayers and (if
applicable) bondholders.
FWEAUC Policy Recommendations
The FWEA Utility Council has developed the following policy recommendations that promote the continued expansion of
reclaimed water systems. These recommendations include:



Establish Equitable, Sustainable Funding for Reclaimed Water Projects
Optimize Reclaimed Water Infrastructure
Establish a Presumption of Economic Feasibility for Reclaimed Use in Reuse Zones to protect the investments of
local governments/utilities.
o Prioritize reclaimed water use over other alternative sources in reuse zones.
o Limit new lawn and landscape wells when reclaimed water is available and feasible.
o



Address Peak Demand Challenges
o Update rules governing supplementation of reclaimed water with surface or storm water to address unduly
burdensome heightened disinfection requirements.



Increase Use of Existing Offset and Credit Incentive Policies
Identify eligible practices, such as use of reclaimed water for surface water flow augmentation, salt water
intrusion prevention and mitigation, and aquifer recharge.
o Address circumstances where the creation of supply resulting in offsets/credits precedes demand.
o



Develop FDEP Framework to Permit Direct and Indirect Potable Reuse
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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Direct FDEP, in coordination with FDACS and the Water Management Districts, to Develop a Guidance
Document for Agricultural Users on Evaluating the Environmental, Economical, and Technical Feasibility of Using
Reclaimed Water


o

Regulatory Audit of Reclaimed Water Technical Requirements
Set back distances.
Lisa Wilson-Davis
City of Boca Raton
FWEAUC President
Paul Steinbrecher
JEA
FWEAUC Vice President
JoAnn Jackson
City of Altamonte Springs
FWEAUC Director-At-Large
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